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CHAPTER 3 
 
3.  FACTORS AFFECTING FABRIC UTILIZATION 
 
3.1  Customer Requirements 
 
The customer in the garment trade is the end user, who wears the designed and manufactured 
garment. Therefore, thorough identification of the target customer and their needs will able to 
provide a demand end product. 
The Cutting Room Management must know some of the special customer requirements that 
start from the cutting operations. First of all it is necessary to identify who is our customer. 
Normally the end user is the consumer. However in Sri Lankan Export garment trade, routine 
from the designer to end user flows as in the diagram below (figure3.1). Still the Sri Lankan 
garment factories are too far from the end user, and are producing garments as per 
intermediate buyer’s requirements. References 5 & 8. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1 – Flow chart from Designer to End-user. 
 
The end user used to buy a piece of garment, by looking at the labels, which are well known 
brands. Some brands are well established throughout the world. The Sri Lankan 
manufacturers also produce garments under some of the worldwide popular brands, under the 
supervision of immediate buyers. 
 
Some of the popular brands in Sri Lankan manufacturers are, (source Board of Investment – 
Sri Lanka) 
   Marks & Spencer (M & S) 
   Bhs 
   Levis 
   Nike 
   GAP 
   Victoria Secretes (V& S) 
   Triumph 
   Liz Claiborne 
   TOMMY-HILFIGURE 
   Abercrombie & Fitch 
   NEXT 
   JONES NEW YORK 
 

Designer Manufacturer 

Retailer 

Buyer 

End user 
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The Designer designs to fulfill the end user’s satisfaction and the requirements. But these 
requirements may or may not have a direct impact on fabric consumption. Sometimes the 
cutting room Manager could do adjustments (with out any harm) to the design and / or pattern 
to get better fabric utilization. Any way the end user’s choice depends on various factors. 
Some of those are as follows. 
 
3.1.1 Design and Pattern 
This is the aesthetic factor, which attracts the customer with the very first vision. This totally 
depends on the designer’s talents. Design and pattern should not be disturbed at any process 
in the cutting room. So there is no much opportunities to do any changes to pattern or design 
at cutting room, but there might have minor opportunities. Identifying the limited number of 
opportunities should be done very carefully. Reference- 5. 
 
3.1.2 Season 
The season mainly refers in European countries and North America, as they have to face huge 
climatic changes in their countries. As Sri Lanka exports mainly to USA & Europe, Sri 
Lankan factories also have to work according to these seasons. Basically there are four 
seasons namely, Winter, Spring, summer and Autumn. 
The Winter season falls from December to March, which is very cold. People expect to 
avoid from the cold and snow by the apparel they wear. They go for Fleecy or Thicker 
garments during these days. 
The Spring season falls from March to June, which is somewhat hot. In this season people 
needs some type of lightweight comfortable garments, to avoid the perspiration and the hotter 
climate 
The Summer season falls from June to September, which is the hottest season, and thereby 
people look for very light and soft garments for these days to avoid high perspiration and 
minimize the energy loss from the body. Mostly they prefer high cotton content fabrics so 
that cotton absorbs sweat and cools the body surface. 
The Autumn season falls from September to December, which is cooler, and the people 
again goes for thicker garments to stop the body heat loses. 
Due to these seasonal changes, the end user wishes to get some protection from the climate. 
These seasonal changes come along with the festivals, like Christmas, New Year etc. 
 
The wearer wishes 

• To keep the body heat at normal (to get warm). 
• To avoid from getting wet from the rain hail and snow. 
• To avoid perspiration. 
• To avoid from the direct sunlight UV rays. 
• To minimize the energy loss from the body. 

 
By considering these factors the Designer designs garments, by selecting the correct fabric 
for the correct season. As there are fabrics with different characteristics, which suits to each 
and every seasonal change, selecting a marker, number of plies, etc must be done according 
to the fabric types. Consequently the cutting room processes must be planned according to 
the seasonal changes and thereby higher fabric utilization can be achieved. 
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3.1.3 Customs 
People of different countries, different religions, races, etc do have different types of 
customs, which affects their dress as well. Thereby their costumes and dresses should be 
designed accordingly. 
For example some Muslim Ladies do wear a fully covered totally black dress to obey their 
religious regulations. 
Every nation does have a national dress. In Sri Lanka it is a white shirt and a white sarong for 
men and saree for women. 
Some people use to wear European full suit to show their living standard. Mostly this can be 
seen in third world countries although it is the national dress in European countries. Likewise 
when a garment is designed their customs too have to be considered along with maximum 
fabric utilization. The cutting room authority has some freedom to do changes to get a better 
fabric usage, without making any noticeable change to the out look of the garment and the 
custom of the relevant group of people. 
 
3.1.4 Occasion 
People like to choose their garments according to the occasion they wish to attend. For 
example, 

• Everybody dresses well for parties. 
• Light Night dresses at nights 
• Casual wears for evenings. 
• Smart wears at offices 
• Uniforms at Schools, Offices, etc. 
• Sports wear at sporty events. 

Unnoticeable minor amendments to the pattern can be done for nightdresses rather than from 
party dresses without leading for rejection by the consumer. 
 
3.1.5 Special Purpose 
People do change their normal dress according to the special purposes. For example, 

• Baby wears and maternity clothes. 
• Rain coats, Fire coats, technical clothes, etc. 

Extra attention on selecting fabric and designing should be aimed on fire coats, technical 
cloths etc. In such cases, availability to save fabric is limited. Thereby the authorization 
should try to maximum reduction of fabric wastage other than trying to save more material. 
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3.2  Supplier Specifications 
 
Normally fabric suppliers give only the important specifications, which are very important to 
cutting room management. References-  6, 7, 8, 10 & 11. 
 
3.2.1 GSM 
This measures mass per unite area; normally it measures grams per square meter and some 
times ounces per square yard. This is an important factor, which determines the fabric 
amount, cost, quality and the ply height of a lay. 
  
3.2.2 Width 
The fabric width has a high influence to the Marker efficiency. Normally fabrics come within 
the range of 90cm to 198cm width. 
 
3.2.3 Weight 
This is not a significant factor. However some fabric supplier deals with weight of a fabric 
roll where the length can be calculated by using the value of GSM and width. Weight of a roll 
must be controllable as per the cutting room perspective. 
 
3.2.4 Length 
Long lengths are efficient but it is limited by the weight and the production capabilities of the 
fabric supplier. Lengthy the fabric higher will be the fabric utilization. 
 
3.2.5 Colour 
This is one of the aesthetic factors. To identify a colour some suppliers use MSC (Marks and 
Spencer Colour code) code numbers, and some are Pantone colours, which are recognized 
worldwide. There can be colour variations in batch to batch, roll to roll and among the roll as 
well. Colour variation / shading likewise will lead to huge losses. 
 
3.2.6 Quality / Finishers 
The quality of a fabric defines the chemical and physical condition of fabrics such as 
characteristic of hand feel (texture) or appearance or both. This can be varied from supplier to 
supplier. This quality factor has a direct impact on the processes in cutting room especially 
when spreading, cutting etc. 
Some of the commercially available fabrics with different types of qualities are, 

Flannelette, Fleece and Fur, etc. 
   Tom, Aberdeen, Picasso and jenny,  etc. 
   Certain specific numbers are given by the supplier. 
 
3.2.7 Shrinkage 
The shrinkage percentage length-wise and width-wise is another essential specification of a 
fabric; it is an important factor for Marker preparation. 
 
Fibre compositions, Structures, Ends and Picks per inch, Colour fastening factors, 
Flammability, Chemical & Physical reactions, are also some other specifications. 
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The above mentioned specifications have become very important factors in the cutting room 
at certain processes such as lay planning, fabric spreading, cutting etc. Therefore thorough 
knowledge on such will lead to high fabric utilization and finaly to the reduction of the fabric 
cost.  
Figure 3.2 shows some fabric labels. 

 
 

Figure 3.2 – Some fabric labels. 
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3.3  Chemical & Physical properties of fabrics 
 
This is also a very deep area to study. Many factors related to fibres are important in terms of 
identifying the Chemical and Physical properties of the material to be used in a textile 
product. To enhance the quality of texture or other characteristics from a material it needs to 
add some finishers to the fibre content. These factors have direct influence to the fabric cost, 
quality, appearance, performance and the production aspects. Many of these facts may be 
specified by the fabric supplier and sometimes may not be provided eventually to the buyer 
(garment producer) unless specifically requested. The cutting room management when 
processing the cutting operations must know some of the properties given below. References-
6, 7 & 9. 
 
3.3.1 Fibre Content  
The generic fibre types present and their percentage distribution in the product at the point of 
sale is required by such federal laws on the Textile Fibre product identification Act and the 
Wool product labeling Act. In addition fibre content helps to determine characteristics that 
are important in handling of materials, selecting a spreading or cutting method, temperatures 
concerned in pressing and finishing steps and product manufacturing and finishing steps. 
Fibre content is also critical in terms of many Chemical and Physical characteristics of the 
product those which are important to the customer. 
The chemical and physical properties are important, especially in terms of Comfort aspects, 
Safety aspects, Health aspects, Physical aspects and General aspects. Some chemicals can be 
harmful to the customer’s skin or make an influence to the life- time of the garment and some 
do provide a comfort to the customer. 
 
3.3.2 Comfort Aspects 
Comfort is complex combination of physical, physiological and psychological factors. 
Environmental factors and conditions can influence comfort significantly. Comfort describes 
how materials interact with the body and addresses how the body’s functional environmental 
can be expanded. The relationship between comfort and materials includes how a material 
moves with or restricts body movement, retains or conducts body or environmental heat, 
absorbs or repels moisture, feels next to the skin, allows or restricts access of still or moving 
air to the skin, confirms to a three dimensional shape and conducts static electricity. Any step 
taken by the cutting Manager should not be affected to these aspects. Discussed below are 
some aspects of comfort,  
 
3.3.2.1  Heat retention / conduction 
One of the aspects of comfort is the way materials effect on the heat transfer, whether it 
retains or conducts body or environment heat. But when it is in fabric form it may shows 
difficultness to spread, cut or any other processes in cutting room. This must be handled very 
carefully and requires a special attention. 
 
3.3.2.2  Moisture absorbency 
Moisture absorption is not only absorbing water content in the air but also the ability to retain 
water. Sometimes this may be helpful in cutting operations, such as cutting, spreading, etc, as 
this property sometimes makes some sort of attraction between plies. 
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3.3.2.3  Water repellency 
If the material refuses the water to absorb or transfer through or wetting, it says that material 
is water repellent. For examples, Raincoats and umbrellas are made of water repellant fabrics. 
This is an important characteristic for protective clothing, outerwear, portable shelters, and 
other applications in which a textile product is intended to protect an object from wetting. 
Most such materials are made from materials that, posses this desirable property by a 
combination of their physical structure and finish. This type of fabrics may slips out from the 
adjacent ply, thereby need an extra care. 
 
3.3.2.4  Water resistance / proof / vapour transmission 
In water resistance fabrics, water is not transferred / penetrates through and such water proof 
materials are usually coated with composite materials that have closed pores or very tiny 
interstices that are resistant to water regardless of its pressure. Also the vapour transmission 
property is very important especially for outerwear. In this type of materials water vapor / 
sweat is transferred from inside to the outer environment. Such properties may affect at 
spreading and cutting because of the chemicals that are applied sometimes. 
 
3.3.2.5  Air permeability 
This is also an important character for comfort outerwear, tents, blankets and other protective 
textile products and industrial products such as parachutes, hot air balloons, air bags, sails, 
etc. This type of materials may make some difficulties when cut with an automatic cutter. 
 
3.3.3 Safety Aspects 
Safety addresses the physical risks to which the user of the textile product is exposed. Main 
items on safety aspects are Flammability, Thermal protection, Chemical resistance, Impact 
resistance, Electrostatic property etc. When processing this type of fabric in cutting room, the 
existing properties of the fabric should have to be survived. 
 
3.3.3.1  Flammability 
Flammability is one of the main safety aspects especially on night wear and children wear 
and it refers to the time taken to remove the cloth before spread a fire. There are some 
standard times depends on the garment and the buyer / brand. 
 
3.3.3.2  Thermal protection / Chemical resistance / Impact resistance 
These properties are required by some technical cloths etc, which must be protected the 
wearer from heat, chemicals and shocks. These types of properties must be improved while 
processing such garments. 
 
3.3.3.3  Electrostatic property 
Electrostatic property is a measure of the capacity of a non- conducting material to acquire 
and hold an electric charge through friction or other means. Knowledge of this behavior 
allows us to determine materials, which are likely to develop problems of this nature and to 
take steps to minimize the problem in terms of productivity especially in spreading one ply 
over the other ply. 
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3.3.4 Health Aspects 
The main health aspects occurred by materials are Allergens and Irritants, Formaldehyde, UV 
rays, Biological organisms, etc. Normally the health aspects are not changed due to cutting 
methods, but there can be some special instances. 

Reactions with acids 
Reactions with alkali 
Reactions with oxyding agent 
Reactions with reducing agent 
Wash ability 
Dry clean ability 
Chlorine effect 
Fire resistant (flammability)-16 secs etc 
Biological organisms 
Toxicity 
Formaldehyde resin, hydril 

 
3.3.5 General Aspects 
 
3.3.5.1  Aesthetic 
This refers the appearance of the material. The cutting management has to cut the material 
without harming the aesthetic factors. 
 
3.3.5.2  Picks and Ends per unit area 
Picks and ends per unit area are the general term that describes the number of components in 
the fabric per unit measure. Probably, the most common measure of this is number of yarns in 
the weft direction in one unit of measure (picks per inch / cm) and the number of yarns in the 
warp direction in one unit of measure (ends per inch / cm). This is also an essential factor 
when lay planning, because this says the hardness of the fabric. 
 
3.3.5.3  Fabric mass per unit – GSM / Area density 
This was discussed earlier. 
 
GSM =   Weight of the fabric (kg)  
  Length (m) X width (m) of the fabric   
 
3.3.5.4  Thickness 
The thickness of a material affects comfort in terms of heat transfer, flexibility bulk and 
drape. The material thickness is very important in laying, cutting, storing, handling, etc. for 
example, a high thick material takes a large space to store than a thinner material. 
 
3.3.5.5  Elasticity 
When subjected to a force, the property of a material, which gets longer than the normal 
dimension and returns back to its original dimension is called the property of elasticity. These 
types of fabrics must be handled very carefully when spreading and cutting. 
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3.3.5.6  Plasticity 
A material, which become longer than its original size even after releasing the force applied 
is called the property of plasticity and also called growth of a material. These types of fabrics 
must be handled very carefully when spreading, cutting, bundling and storing etc. Especially 
the dimension of a material can be changed after certain processes, such as 

After relaxing 
After cutting 
After stitching 
After washing 
After drying 
After dry clean 

 After pressing 
These factors must be considered and need to be added to the pattern dimensions before the 
cutting operation. 
  
3.3.5.7  Tearing strength and Tensile strength 
These are durability factors that describe the breaking force and Elongation. High values are 
required for hard and heavy-duty apparels. When cutting such materials the cutting room 
management has to decide the ply depth to cut. 
 
3.3.5.8  Abrasion resistant 
Abrasion resistance is also one of the durability factors, and is the ability of a textile material 
to resist erosion as a result of rubbing against a surface or other material. When spreading and 
cutting a low abrasion resistance fabric, there should be an extra care hence a fabric can lead 
to wastages. 
 
3.3.5.9  Shrinkage 
Shrinkage is one of the most undesirable factors that cause major concern of the Cutting 
room Management. This must be taken in to consideration when marker drawing, spreading 
and cutting. Some of the shrinkage types are listed below. 

Shrinkage lengthwise 
Shrinkage widthwise 
Shrinkage at printing 
Shrinkage at embroidery 

If the garment is designed to do printing and or embroidering, the shrinkage allowance must 
be added to the pattern. Thereby it may leads to low fabric utilization. 
 
3.3.5.10 Pile retention 
Pile retention refers the degree to which cut pile yarns and others are held secure and intact to 
wear and resist pile loss as a result of pile pull-out. While processing such materials the 
cutting room management has to take necessary actions to avoid these. 
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3.4  Fabric types and Structures 
 
There are several types of fabrication methods. The technology is different from fabric to 
fabric. Fabric is classified according to the fibre composition and types of fibres are classified 
as Natural and Synthetic (man made). 
 
In Sri Lanka the garment sector mainly uses fabrics consist with Cotton, Viscose, Polyester, 
Nylon and Linen etc. There are lots of other fibre types, which are not used in Sri Lanka 
largely (eg. wool) and some are rarely used. In future, this can be changed according to the 
trend and technology. 
 
Mainly there are four types of fabric structure types. 
 
 Woven fabric 

Knit fabric 
 Non woven fabric 
 Quilted or bonded 
 
3.4.1 Woven Fabric 
Woven fabric is constructed by interlacing width wise yarn (weft) with length-wise yarns 
(warp). Figure 3.3 shows a structure of woven fabric. Reference – 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3 – Structure of Woven fabric. 
 
Different types of weaving creates different types of woven fabrics such as Twill types, Satin 
& Sateen, Coloured Stripes, Coloured Check, Crinkled (Crepe), Puckered (Seasucker), 
Pebble effected (Georgette), Mockleno, Pique fabric, Bedford weaves, Double clothe fabric, 
Backed cloth fabric, Pile fabric (Valvet, Velveteen), Corduroy, etc. 
 
Apparels made by woven fabric are Gents, Ladies & Children’s Shirts, Jackets, Coats, Pants / 
Trousers / Jeans / Shorts, Ladies Blouses, Frocks, Dungarees, Pinafore, Some Linings, Pocket 
bags of apparels, etc. Normally woven fabrics are easy to handle when spreading, cutting etc, 
thereby woven fabrics do not create much problems. 
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3.4.2 Knitted Fabric 
Mainly, there are four types of knitted fabric 
 Single Jersey knitted fabric 
 Ribs (Double Jersey) 
 Interlock (Double Jersey) 
 Purl 
 
3.4.2.1  Single Jersey  
Knitted fabrics are formed by loops as in the figure 3.4. A yarn forms loops by going through 
a loop formed by an earlier step. Reference- 2 & 3. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.4 – Structure of Single Jersey Knitted fabric – face side view. 

 
Single Jersey has a clear technical face side and a technical reverse side, where a “V” can be 
seen on face side and curves on reverse side. Such fabrics curl in to face side at lengths and 
curl in to reverse side at width ends. 
Single jersey fabrics are used for T -shirts, Jackets, under wears, etc. Single jersey fabrics are 
also creating fewer problems at cutting room operations, but not so easy as woven fabrics. 
 
3.4.2.2  Ribs   
Ribs are formed as if two single jerseys kept together face to face with interchanging loops 
between the two layers. Both sides the appearance is same and it is look like the technical 
face side of a single jersey. When stretched a Rib a reverse side appearance of a single jersey 
can be seen among the wales. There are several types of ribs such as 1 X 1, 2 X 2, 4 X 4, 1 X 
2, 1 X 3,……etc. Ribs are used for apparels where high extensibility requires, such as Jerseys 
cuffs, waistbands, and neckbands of apparel. Ribs show much difficulty at spreading and 
cutting, thereby it must be planned with an extra care. Reference- 2 & 3. 
 
3.4.2.3  Interlock 
Interlock is also another Double Jersey and used where less extensibility is required. Only the 
face side appearance is seeing, but not the reverse side appearance in both sides. The 
spreading and cutting is not as difficult as ribs. Reference- 2 & 3. 
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3.4.2.4  Purl 
According to literature, both sides of the fabric look like a reverse side of a single jersey. 
Reference- 2 & 3. 
  
The author has introduced here only on weft knitted (Circular knitted) fabric where used for 
T shirts, Pants, Joggers, Jackets, Gowns, Under wears, Specially Children’s wears, Sports 
wears, etc. 
 
3.4.3 Non Woven Fabric 
There are some non -woven fabrics but the usage of such fabrics is still negligible, (other than 
interlining) just as contrast parts, lining parts, etc. Most of non- woven fabrics are made out 
of synthetic fibres, hence it decreases the ply height of a layer. 
For Example,  Interlining, Mesh, Nets, felts, forms, etc. Reference- 4. 
 
3.4.4 Bonded and Quilted Fabric 
Pasting or sewing two types of fabrics form these types of fabrics. Normally these types of 
fabrics are thicker than others, thereby, it is rare to find lengthy fabrics, which causes to 
significantly higher wastage. Reference- 4. 
 
Moreover the above discussed fabrics; there are some other fabric types and structures in 
literature. Examples, braids, laces, etc. 
In future, there will be many other fabric types, those that can be identified and constructed 
using new technologies. 
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3.5  Fabric Faults 
 
Fabric faults are defects in the fabric those, which are not required by the fabric consumer or 
the apparel producer, as it reduces the fabric usage significantly. There are two types of 
defects 

1. Patent defects – which can be identified by an inspection. 
2. Latent defects – which are hidden problems those that can be identified only after 

testing 
Again these can be divided in to three types, critical defects, major defects and minor defects, 
which are classified again according to defect type, size, placement and the garments to be 
produced. Reference- 6, 10, 11 & 12. 
 
3.5.1 Holes 
One of the main problems coming with material is hole, which can be varied around 0.5mm 
and upward. Sometimes holes less than 0.5mm holes, pinholes are also considerable and it 
depends on the apparel, and the placement of the hole on the panel. All other fabric pieces 
with holes must be rejected, thereby fabric utilization becomes lower. 
 
3.5.2 Missed yarns  
Missed yarns can be seen in the material, which can be occurred at weaving or knitting. In 
knitting it is called a tuck. All missed yarn panels are rejected, hence lower the fabric usage. 
 
3.5.3 Contamination / Foreign yarn 
There are some foreign yarns in materials, which are attached to the material at weaving or 
knitting. This fault also reduces the fabric usage. 
 
3.5.4 Slubs 
This is an abnormal density of yarn that can be added at weaving or knitting, which would be 
highly highlighted in a garment and definite fabric wastage.  
 
3.5.5 Skewness  
Skewness is that the crosswise yarns (weft) form an angle other than 90o as it moves across 
the fabric (figure 3.5). This is highly highlighted in check, stripe and printed materials. If this 
occurs in a check material, then it fails. However in some cases this faulty fabric has to be 
accepted with some agreed compensation from the supplier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Figure 3.5 – An example for Skew-ness. 
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3.5.6 Bowing 
Bowing is that the crosswise (weft) yarns form one or more arcs as it moves across the fabric 
(figure 3.6 and figure 3.7). This is also a critical problem in check and stripe materials. This 
fault has also to be accepted in sometimes, and such fabric should be cut bravely. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.6 – An example for bowing. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Figure 3.7 – An example for 
        Bowing in both sides. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.5.7 Brush effect 
This is also a critical problem in napped fabric (fleece, velvet etc.). The direction of nap way 
is changed across and along the material. The brush effect makes colour shading and way out 
the garment. This would be a critical damage when marker drawing. 
 
3.5.8 Barre 
Barre is the optical result of physical or dye difference in the yarn, geometric difference in 
fabric, structure or any consisting of the differences. This problem is often seen as a subtle 
stripe or shade variation in material. This also makes marker makers a problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3.8 – Two examples for barre. 
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3.5.9 Shrinkage – non -constant shrinkage 
All the fabrics show shrinkage to a certain extent. The shrinkage percentage in both ways 
must be considered when marker making. However cutting room management is in a trouble 
when the material shows non – constant shrinkage or if the said shrinkage does not occur 
after cutting / after stitching / after washing. If it does not shrink after cutting, then the cut 
panels have to be trimmed. If the material were over shrunk, then it would be a huge problem. 
 
3.5.10   Growing 
Growing is the other side of the shrinkage; the fabric grows if it subjected to a force. This is 
also a headache when materials in panel form, where it has to re-cut / trim the panels. The 
biggest problem of this defect is that panels become out of shape. 
 
3.5.11  Colour shading / variation 
The variation of the colour across and along a fabric sheet is another severe problem. Some 
times the colour shading exists among batches, rolls, even at distinct places in a roll. This 
defect would be negligible for sometimes. 
 
3.5.12  Print defects 
Print defects are also another problem where they have to be removed before stitching. 
Mainly this defect comes as lower or higher intensity of prints in some places, some non 
required patches, non-registration, misprints etc.  
 
3.5.13  Un even repeats 
The un-even repeat will be a significant damage if it has to match the repeats according to the 
buyer / design. The cutting room management has to follow a special spreading and cutting 
method to avoid this defect. 
  
3.5.14  Embroidery defects 
Some fabrics are received with already embroidered in roll form. A wrong or miss 
embroidering in such material is also a defect. It has to remove the fabric or the whole panel 
form in these materials to avoid this defect. 
  
3.5.15  Un even width (inconstant width) 
Another most common and major defect is width variation in a same roll. These rolls have to 
lay separately or lay short length markers. The markers must be drawn to the smallest width 
and thereby fabric fallout will be higher. 
 
3.5.16  Crease line visible 
Some tubular knitted fabrics have a visible crease line along the fabric. Sometimes, this is can 
be recovered by pressing and steaming. Some times it is difficult and cost consuming. In 
some cases the crease lines are in the middle but in some cases it spreads throughout the 
width. 
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  Figure 3.9 – A crease line in a fabric. 
 
3.5.17  Shortage 
A shortage means that roll doesn’t have the stated length on the tag. 
This is mostly common on knit fabric than woven fabric. Some times the inspection machines 
may show the length is correct, but the fabric at spreading stage there shows a shortage. Also 
the fabric supplier doesn’t agree to check the shortage at spreading stage. This should discuss 
in deeply. 
 
3.5.18  Stains 
Some fabrics have some stain marks due to unsuitable storing or transporting. Some times 
these stains can be removed by using solvents. Or that has to replace the panels. Any how it 
also consumes extra fabric and or time. 
 
The aim of the cutting room management should be to make the cut panels defect free and 
higher fabric utilization even though the fabric behaves as above. 
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3.6  Pattern Engineering 
 
Pattern engineering is a technique, which can gain high fabric utilization and easy cutting 
methods. This can also be used to avoid the fabric faults in garments. Reference- 14 &15. 
 
3.6.1 Corners rounding 
This is one of the types of pattern engineering. If it found any difficulty (overlapping) to 
place a pattern part among others, which can get a significant saving on fabric, then one 
option is rounding corners. For an example, 
 
 
 
            Overlapping point 

 
         
   
 
 

Figure 3.10 – An overlapping point in a Marker. 
 
This corner (see figure 3.10) can be made round and get higher fabric utilization. However 
this must be done very carefully, without having a shape out of the pattern. 
 
3.6.2 Reducing sewing allowance 
Each panel has a sewing allowance of 5mm to 11mm. This allowance will be wasted at 
stitching. If it is manageable with a lesser sewing allowance than the normal allowance then it 
can be reduced by 1 mm or 2mm. But reducing sewing allowance in some areas would be 
harmful, thereby optimizing sewing allowance is one best solution. 
For an example, a front panel of a ladies T shirt shown in figure 3.11. 
 
 
 
 
 
        Reducing sewing 
       Allowance would be harming full. 
 
 
 
 

 
Sewing allowance can be reduced 

 
 Figure 3.11 – Sewing allowance of a marker. 
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 3.6.3 Turning hidden parts – non-much visible parts 
Normally all parts must be aligned with the grain lines in the fabric(way), if it is not specially 
required. Some times the customer requires a bias pattern or a width direction pattern. 
Commonly all parts are drawn in to the grain direction. In terms of higher fabric utilization, 
some panels especially, hidden parts, which are not much visible at the out look can be turned 
slightly as in the figure 3.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Pocket bearer 
 
This pocket bearer is needed to be put in to this area. Can be turned it a little like this 

Figure 3.12 – How to turn a part. 
 
3.6.4 Adjusting dimensions 
Adjusting dimensions must be done without noticeable change to fit and style. There is a 
tolerance given by buyer to the fit of each style. That can reduce the dimensions by taking the 
tolerance advantage. For an example, if it says a leg panel’s length must be 90.0 cm with a 
tolerance of +/- 0.5cm, then the length can be reduced up to 89.5 cm in the aim of getting 
advantage of higher fabric utilization. 
 
3.6.5 Parts separation & Merging 
Sometimes there is a chance to divide some parts in to two or three. In the same manner it can 
merge two-three parts together. By both these ways the marker efficiency can be improved. 
A left side panel of a children’s pant can be divided as in figure 3.13 and vise-versa. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure 3.13 – Panel Separation and Merging. 
 
3.6.6 Removing buffer 
Normally a buffer space is introduced among panels, just 1mm. This buffer uses to avoid cut 
damages that can be occurred to adjacent panels while cutting around a cut mark or a notch or 
a critical cut. This can be removed by changing the cutting method by using expert cutters. 
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3.7  Marker Types 
 
There are several Marker types, where a few of those are cost effective. Several marker types 
can be drawn for a particular style and some of those give higher fabric utilization, but most 
optimum marker gives the best results in terms of all other factors. When considering cost 
reduction, that should not stick only on to fabric, but also the other resources as well. Thereby 
an optimum marker must be decided. Reference- 13. 
 
3.7.1 Half garment markers 
This draws only a half of a garment. This marker can be applied only for garments, which 
have symmetric panels in left and right, and need to lay fabric face- to face, These are 
especially good for tubular form fabric. Also for those, which are slipping out against face 
side with the back side, due to surface structure or electrostatic effect. Mostly velvet fabric 
slips like this. 
Figure 3.14 shows an example for a layer slipped and moved away from the bottom layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3.14 – An example of slipping of layers. 
 
 
3.7.2 Full garment markers 
This kind of a marker includes all parts of a garment, usually used for open width fabrics. 
Varieties of this type of markers are used widely in the garment sector. This can be divided in 
to two, as single size marker and multi size marker.  
 
3.7.2.1  Single size markers 
This marker contains markers for only one size of a garment. Normally these types of 
markers can be used for remnants fabric pieces. 
 
3.7.2.2  Multi size markers 
This contains two or more sizes of garment in one marker. These types of markers are 
commonly used in garment sector. This type of markers, gain high marker efficiency than the 
single size markers. There are three types of multi size markers, namely Sectional marker, 
Interlocking marker and Mixed multi size marker. 
 
3.7.2.3  Sectional marker 
This marker is made at least two distinct rectangular sections. Each section contains all the 
parts for a single size. These markers can be divided in to two or more single size markers in 
rectangular shape. 
 
3.7.2.4  Interlocking marker 
There is no demark-able straight line among the pattern sizes in the interlocking marker, but 
can be separated size wise. 
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3.7.2.5  Mixed multi size marker 
This marker contains two or more sizes. The pattern pieces of one or more different garment 
sizes are marked together. This is the marker type that usually gives the best marker 
utilization. This is also called “Ratio marker”. 
There are several ways to make markers in this way, which depends on the marker maker, 
and there may be several options that give maximum benefit in term of fabric utilization, 
spreading and cutting methods etc. 
 
All the above marker types can be divided again in to two categories, One-Way marker and 
two way (both ways) marker. 
 
3.7.3 One-way marker 
Whole the parts of all sizes are drawn in to one direction. 
 
3.7.4 Two-way marker – Normal mixed marker 
This is called as normal marker as well, and this is the common marker in the garment sector 
when the fabric does not show defects such as shade variations, non-unique brush level and 
barre effect etc. 
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 3.8  Costing Methods 
 
At the point of order acceptance, the cost of a garment must be calculated. As explained 
earlier a higher percentage of cost is represented by the fabric. The cutting room management 
must give the amount of fabric that is going to be utilized. Mean time the cutting room 
Manager must consider how to lower the cost, not only fabric but also cutting departmental 
cost. 
There are lot of methods can be used to calculate the fabric cost. But some of the information 
may not be received at the stage of order acceptance, those are, 

• Actual sample – to get a complete view. 
• Fabric type – to get an idea on marker type, spreading and cutting method. 
• Fabric width – to do the exact forecast. 
• Fabrics shrink percentage – to fix the shrinkage allowances. 
• Order ratio – to get an idea on base size. 

 
The cutting room management must be strong enough to prepare the cost marker up to certain 
accuracy even in the absence of the above information. The cutting room management could 
calculate the cost portion which absorbs by fabric of a garment, by using the following 
methods. Anyhow minimizing the fabric representation is one of the key functions of the 
cutting room management. Reference- 16. 
 
3.8.1 Single marker 
In this method a single size is drawn in to a marker. Here the fabric width must be received 
from the supplier even though the delivering width would be different. 
 
3.8.2 Double marker / Average marker 
If the width of the fabric is enough to place two marker sets, then it can get the advantage to 
find a marker length for two garments hence for a one garment. It gives higher accuracy than 
a single marker. 
 
3.8.3 Single marker from the ratio given 
If the order quantity with the size break down is available then it can take the average size for 
the base size and draw a single marker, which would be very close to the actual marker. 
 
3.8.4 Ratio marker 
If the order quantity with size break down is available, then it is more suitable to draw ratio 
marker (actual marker) for the costing purpose also. 
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3.9  External Processes 
 
The cutting room management has to deal with all the other departments in terms of having a 
smooth run altogether. Especially, flow of information in time to both sides would be a great 
benefit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 3.15 – Inter-department connections. 
 
Sample room, Fabric technician room, Fabric inspection room. Merchandising, Stores, 
Planning, Work-study, Quality assurance, HR department are sourcing departments to the 
cutting room. Likewise cutting room is a sourcing department to Sewing room, Quality 
assurance, etc. 
 
When dealing with day today work in the cutting room, it has to face a lot of incidents, lack 
of information, may be due to failure of another department’s or buyers failure. These 
external failures may affect the cutting room operations, subsequently, to the sewing room. 
The cutting room management must try to avoid any failure to reflect to the sewing room. 
 
 
  Failed input    Corrected out put 
 
 
 
  Figure 3.16 – The Cutting room process should be. 
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3.10  Internal process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If any amendments 
 
 
 
 
 
  Ok. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Failed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 3.17 – Internal process flow chart. 
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3.10.1  Pattern and Marker making for Costing 
This is the stage where the cutting room management starts its work for an order. As 
explained earlier he may or may not be equipped with all details that require to prepare cost 
marker. This should not be different from the actual marker, but there would be some 
differences. Most suitable cost marker is the ratio marker, which prepared with the actual 
ratio. Reference- 16. 
 
3.10.2  Pattern and Marker making for Production 
After confirming the order and after the fabric receipts the cutting room management has to 
prepare the patterns and markers for production.  
 
3.10.3  Lay planning 
Lay planning is another task that have direct relationship with fabric utilization. Once the 
patterns are ready the  cutting room management must calculate the possible cut quantity 
from the received fabric. 
 
3.10.4  Fabric receiving 
According to the lay plan the fabric should be selected from the stores for spreading. This 
fabric should have same characteristic for a single layer (set of plies). 
 
3.10.5  Fabric spreading 
Spreading can be done by manual or automatic machine. There are lots of advantages when 
spreading, by an automatic machine. 
 
3.10.6  Cutting  
There are several ways of cutting by using manual and automatic machines and this is one of 
the main operations at cutting and must be carried out very carefully with experts.  
 
3.10.7  Bundling & Storing 
A proper bundling and storing method must be adhered at cutting room, which an easy 
identification and traceability exists. 
 
3.10.8  Numbering 
This is one of the trace-ability methods, which a cutting room management follows. In some 
factories the numbering process is out of the cutting room. However it is safer if it is under 
the cutting room. 
 
3.10.9  Trial cut and SPC report 
At the beginning of an order general practice is to cut a trial cut and get a Statistical Process 
Control report to precede the cutting process. According to the SPC report that needs to do 
the correction to the pattern for next layers. 
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3.10.10 Panel Inspection 
A panel inspection for all styles is a best practice, but it is difficult to carryout with existing 
carder. However, carrying out a panel inspection for the first cut out-put, will reflect the 
fabric fault percentage. 
 
3.10.11  Fusing 
Fusing is a pre-stitching process. Therefore it is better to do under the cutting room 
management’s supervision. 
  
3.10.12  Issuing 
The converted fabrics in to cut panels must be issued in a controlled manner, which is the 
final operation in the cutting room. 
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3.11  Resource Utilization 
 
According to the management theory, there are 5M’s where, these must be controlled in the 
cutting room environment also. 
 
As far as concerned by everywhere, the most valuable resource is Man power also gives a 
high value in the cutting room by any means. 
 
The other most valuable resource is machinery in the cutting room, where it uses a high tech 
machineries. 
 
The cutting room is the place that develops the most valuable material used in a garment. 
 
The value of methods cannot be evaluated, but gives a degree of service to any process. 
 
The other most valuable factor is time, that cannot be evaluated in any mean. 
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3.12  Reducing Wastage 
 
The waste is a potential resource. The wastages can be due to internal or external problems. 
Reducing wastage is one of the main tasks of cutting room Management, because the out put 
of the cutting room are cut and dust (marker fall out). Technically, The marker fall out can be 
reduced by using pattern engineering, marker making, lay planning, spreading, cutting, 
bundling, storing etc. Therefore an efficient cut order plan is required. (Reference – e-library) 
 
Further wastes can be classified as 

• Waste by over production. 
• Waste by waiting time. 
• Waste in transportation. 
• Waste of excess inventories. 
• Waste in manufacturing process. 
• Useless human movements. 
• Waste of defective units. 

 
3.12.1  Eliminate fabric wastage. 
As discussed in the introduction, the fabric cost represents 50% to 95% of total cost of 
manufacturing a garment. By eliminating wastage can be reduced the cost significantly. 
 
       Cut 
 Fabric       Dust (marker fall out) 
 

 
Figure 3.18 – Cutting process. 

 
3.12.2  Eliminate other material wastage. 
Not only fabric, but other materials also make a significant cost to total cost. Especially 
consumable items such as marker paper, kraft paper, polythene, etc are very expensive. 
 
3.12.3  Eliminate man -power and time wastage 
A proper plan is needed to avoid idling time of all type of man -power, which is a combined 
output of mental and physical knowledge.  
 
Make the best use of machinery and spaces available and selecting best methods. 
At a cutting room it has more sophisticated and valuable machineries than the other 
departments. Thereby these machineries must be used more productively. 

Cutting process 


